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Abstract— Efficient evaluation of selection predicates (e.g., range predicates) defined on multiple columns of the
same table is a difficult, but nevertheless important task. As we have seen an enormous increase of data within the
last decade, efficient multi-dimensional selection predicate evaluation becomes more important. This is especially
important for scientific data management tasks, where we often face data sets that need to be filtered based on
several dimensions. So far, the state-of-the-art solution strategy is to apply highly optimized sequential scans.
However, the intermediate results are often large, while the final query result often only contains a small fraction of
the data set. This is due to the combined selectivity of all predicates. We propose Elf - a new tree-based approach to
efficiently support such queries. Our structure indexes densely populated sub-spaces allowing for efficient pruning.
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I. MOTIVATION

Efficient evaluation of range predicates on large database tables is ever since an important task. With
the rise of main-memory systems for analytical and scientific processing, more and more multidimensional data sets now fit into main memory that need fast methods to evaluate range predicates
efficiently. However, efficiency in the field of main-memory database systems does not only mean that
we have to care about accesses to main-memory, but also need to take other factors, such as CPU
utilization and cache misses, into consideration [Br14, LKN13].
Classical indexing schemes already allow for evaluating multi-dimensional range queries. For instance,
the R-tree family allows for easy range query evaluation, due to their concept of minimum bounding
rectangles [Gu84]. In a similar way, kd-trees naturally support range-query evaluation by their concept of
partitioning the space using axis-parallel hyperplanes [Be75]. However, so far all tree-based approaches
suffer from the curse of dimensionality [BBK98, GBS13]. This means in particular, that for a certain
number of dimensions (16 according to [BBK98]), simple accelerated scans have a better performance
than these approaches [BBS14].
There has been a large discussion whether tree-based indexes can somehow be modified to weaken the
effects of the curse. However, as improvements only increase the threshold of the number of dimensions,
where we observe the performance turning point between index and sequential scan, the overall problem
is still unsolved. We argue that this is the reason why recent research mainly focuses on highly optimized
sequential scans. Nevertheless, when taking a closer look at all indexing approaches, we make an
interesting observation.
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Independent of the specific concept they are designed on (e.g., bounding rectangles, separation of the
space by hyperplanes), they are in that way similar, that they enclose a certain sub space with a certain
geometric form. This, however, means for multi-dimensional spaces that most of the space within these
forms is empty, due to the sparse population of multi-dimensional spaces. This negatively affects
various query types including k-nearest neighbor queries and range queries. We argue that this is the
inherent problem of all these approaches. Hence, we need to come up with a totally different concept that
does not index empty space, but still allows for an efficient evaluation of selection predicates.
In this paper, we contribute a novel approach for efficient evaluation for multi-column selection
predicate evaluation, which we name Elf. Moreover, we empirically show the superiority of our novel
approach in comparison to a state-of-the-art sequential scan and the kd-tree [Be75] for two use cases. In
particular:
1.

2.
3.
4.

We define design principals for our novel approach based on limitations of currently used
approaches that in fact are the primary reason for the performance loss of tree-based approaches in
multi-dimensional spaces.
Based on our design principals, we conceptually design the Elf.
We evaluate the space partitioning of our Elf and discuss its superiority to other index structure’s
partitioning.
We conduct an experimental evaluation of our approach indicating the superiority of our approach
compared to a sequential scan for exact-match, range and partial match queries.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Based on limitations of well-known tree-based
indexes, we define our new approach in Section 3. The empirical evaluation is presented in Section 4 and
we conclude our work in Section 5.

II. LIMITATIONS OF WELL-KNOWN TREE-BASED INDEXES

It is commonly known that all tree-based multi-dimensional index structures are affected by the curse of
dimensionality. Although best researched for k-nearest neighbors queries, it is also relevant for range or
partial match queries. In consequence, this means that their performance in high-dimensional space is often
worse than that of a simple sequential scan. As an example, Berchtold et al. state that 16 dimensions are
the crucial turning point [BKK96]. The reasons therefore are mainly:
 the pure size of the multi-dimensional space which means that the whole space is sparsely
populated, because there is not enough data to fill the whole space and
 ∙the tendency of data points to be clustered in one of the corners of the resulting data space
However, if we take a closer look at the most well-known tree-based indexing approaches, namely R-tree
[Gu84] and kd-tree [Be75], we make an interesting observation. The problem is not the curse of
dimensionality itself but non-trivial design limitations are in fact the real problem. For the R-tree family
(and several spherical improvements) the basic idea is using minimum bounding geometric forms
(rectangles, e.g., [An10, Be90, JL98, SRF87], spheres, e.g., [vO90, WJ96], or mixtures, e.g., [KS97,
KJS97]) to describe an area that totally encloses a sub-tree or the points in a leaf node. This design features
two fundamental limitations. First, all nodes cover nearly the same number of entries. As a result, the
deeper we descend in the tree, the worse is the ratio between indexed space and number of points covered
in the respective leafs of the considered sub-tree. A related effect of this issue is that we often have large
overlaps of sub-trees, which does not occur in low dimensional spaces [Be90]. Second, by concept,
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bounding boxes also index space where there is no data. Finally, storing such bounding geometric forms
requires a lot of storage space, e.g., we need to store two n-dimensional points and the pointers to the subtrees for one MBRs. Due to these limitations, we observe the problem of overlapping nodes besides others.
We observe similar issues when looking at kd-trees. Based on these observations, we define two design
principles that our Elf should feature:
1. No indexing of empty parts of the data space, which is conducted for instance by spacepartitioning methods like kd-trees, but also by bounding boxes like MBRs.
2. The size of indexed space and the number of indexed points per tree level should decrease in the
same order of magnitude.
To the best of our knowledge, there have been attempts solve some of these issues for disk-based indexing
approaches resulting, for instance, in the multi-dimensional B-Tree [LBJ95,SC85, GK80]. However, these
indexes are designed for disk-based systems and OLTP workloads, i.e. they also allow for efficient updates
and deletes. Consequently, their nodes are generally half empty and the fixed maximal node size usually
requires to fetch multiple nodes from disk, which is unsuitable in main-memory environments. Hence, we
require for a new approach for main-memory systems. Such an approach avoiding the above mentioned
issues would be the first that does not suffer from the curse of dimensionality. In particular, we could even
benefit from this curse, as we take advantage of the sparse population of high-dimensional data spaces. As
we are not aware of an easy concept that allows for incorporating these principles in R-tree-like or kd-treelike structures, we need to look for a different concept. This concept is described in the following.

III. ELF STORAGE STRUCTURE

We present our new index structure for efficient multi-dimensional querying in this section. First, we
discuss prefix-redundancy elimination and its benefits for efficient storage and querying of multidimensional data. Second, we present design concepts to incorporate prefix-redundancy elimination in our
new index structure.
Table 1 Running example data
D1
0
0
1

D2
1
2
0

D3
0
0
1

D4
1
0
0

Ref
T1
T2
T3

Prefix-redundancy elimination
A concept that allows us to compress the amount of data to be stored and queried is prefix-redundancy
elimination. It is first proposed as part of the dwarf data structure, which materializes a cube operator
[Si02]. Although, we are focusing on multi-dimensional data and not the whole cube, prefix-redundancy
elimination still contributes a good benefit for our use case. For a given n-dimensional data set D n and
some order of dimensions, we observe a prefix redundancy (for at least two points) if the following holds.
There is a k defining an interval [1, k] over the range of dimensions, with k ≤ n. For such a k, we find at
least two points P1 and P2 in the data set, with P1 ≠ P2 having the same values for all dimensions in the
interval: ∀d∈[1,k] P1[d] = P2[d]. Considering the running example table with four columns and a tuple
identifier in Tab. 1, we observe a prefix redundancy of T1 and T2 for k = 1, because both points have the
same value in the first dimension T1 and, thus, T1[1] = T2[1] holds for the whole interval [1,1].
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Figure 1 Prefix redundancy elimination within Elf
The main idea of prefix-redundancy elimination is to store such redundant occurrences of values, named
a path, only once and not for every point separately. The resulting data structure containing all paths, is a
tree of height n, where each level refers to the corresponding dimension. This tree naturally supports
efficient execution of multi-column selection predicate queries, as we point out in the remainder. For
explanatory reasons, we now illustrate the basic conceptual design of that tree with the help of the data
from Table 1.
Conceptual design
Now, we explain the basic design of Elf with the help of the example data in Tab. 1. The data sets
consist of a four-dimensional key with an additional reference (Ref) that points to additional data such as
BLOB, CLOBS, or image data, as well as tuple identifiers. In case there is no additional data, the Ref is the
tuple identifier only.
In Fig. 1, we depict our structure Elf for the example data from Tab. 1. In the first dimension, there are
two distinct values, 0 and 1. Thus, the first so-called dimension list, L(1) , contains two entries and one
pointer for each element. The respective pointers point to the beginning of the respective dimension lists of
the second dimension, L(2) and L(3) . Note, as the first two points share the same value in the first
dimension, we observe a prefix redundancy elimination. In the second dimension, we cannot eliminate any
prefix redundancy as all attribute combinations in this dimension are unique. As a result, the third
dimension contains three dimension lists: L(4) , L(5) , and L(6) . This is the same number as points. Note,
the further we go through the dimensions, the smaller the probability that we can eliminate a prefix
redundancy, as there are less points that may share the same prefix for a given range of values. However,
this depends on the dimension level as well as on the cardinalities of the current and prior dimensions.
Therefore, we assume as a good heuristic for the order of dimensions to always take the dimension with
the smallest value range at first.
Considering the node structure of Elf seen so far, the structure of the entries changes in the last
dimension. In an intermediate dimension, an entry consists of a value and a pointer. In the last dimension,
the pointer is interpreted as a tuple identifier or reference (Ref).
In summary, our storage structure is a bushy tree structure of a fixed height resulting in stable search
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paths. Furthermore, it features the following properties:
 Prefix redundancy elimination: This property allows for efficient pruning of the search space
and also introduces light compression rates. ∙
 Fixed depth: The tree levels are directly defined by the number of involved dimensions that are
used for our Elf. ∙
 Ordered in-node elements: We order all the values inside the nodes. This allows us to stop the
evaluation of a node in case the upper limit of the query window is smaller than the current
node element (similar to B-trees).
Moreover, our storage structure is not restricted to OLAP-cube scenarios, but generally applicable for
multi-dimensional data. Note that our primary design goal for Elf is not compressing the data, but to allow
for efficient multi-dimensional querying. For a detailed description of the index structure Elf, including
design issues and implementation details see [Kö15]. Furthermore, we argue for a linearized storage layout
for the Elf due to performance benefits at hand [KSS14].

Column order selection
First results indicate that the column order in Elf is one important performance factor. That is particular
the case for partial-match queries where there are several dimensions not having a selection predicate (or a
wildcard). Elf is most efficient in case the dimensions having a selection predicate are in the upper levels.
In addition, cardinality of the dimensions are also important, as we observe more prefix-redundancy
eliminations in case the upper levels have a low cardinality. Low cardinality also means that we have to
scan less dimension list entries. Thus, we use a heuristic in the remainder of this paper to determine a good
column order. Note that we build one Elf per data set, not multiple ones. For our heuristic, we analyze a
sample of the workload and count the frequency of occurrence of the dimensions. Then, the most frequent
dimension is the first level etc. In case there are two dimensions having the same usage frequency, we take
the one with the lowest cardinality first. Currently, we work on a fully-fledged cost model and first results
are highly promising [Sc16]. They also back-up this heuristic
IV. QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE EVALUATION

To show the benefits of our Elf index structure, we look at two directions. First, we present the space
partition of our Elf and discuss its benefits w.r.t. other traditional index structures. Second, we evaluate the
query performance of Elf compared to a sequential scan and a kd-tree implementation.
Space-efficient indexing
Due to the concept of prefix redundancy elimination, we state that we do not index parts of the data
space where there is no data. Starting from the root node of an Elf (referring to the first dimension) to an
arbitrary level, we consider a sub space of the overall data space. For each path, that means a combination
of values for each dimension, that can be constructed descending this Elf, we find at least one point in the
data set that has these values. Prefix redundancy elimination also ensures that the nodes get smaller the
deeper we descend an Elf. In particular, we consider only the remaining sub space and store all distinct
values of points that are contained in the current path. Differently speaking that means the following: Per
tree level, we do not only reduce the volume of the data space, but decrease the dimensionality of the
remaining sub-space to be considered by one dimension.
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Vice versa, if the data set does not contain a specific value in the first dimension of an n-dimensional
data set, we can exclude an n − 1 dimensional space from our index. Considering the example data set from
Tab. 1, we can immediately answer any query asking for a point having any value in the first dimension,
which is larger than 1 and return an empty result. Similarly, we can do that every sub-sequent dimension
based on the combination of values of query by incrementally increasing the considered sub- space (i.e.,
descending a path) indexed by Elf. As the volume of the considered space increases exponentially based on
the number of considered dimensions we efficiently prune. Hence, the earlier sparsely populated
dimensions come in the Elf, the more space can be excluded resulting into a highly efficient query
execution of Elfs.

Figure 2 Partitioning of a 3-dimensional space Elf – every piece is indexed except the gray parts.

We visualize the indexed space of a 3-dimensional Elf (everything except the gray boxes is indexed) in
Fig. 2 to show the influence of none existing values in the data set. In the first dimension, there is no
dimension value 1 and thus, we can exclude a whole three dimensional slice. Furthermore, we can exclude
a two-dimensional sub-space (i.e., a line), because there is no point with dim0=3 and there is no dimension
value 1 in the second dimension. Finally, there is no point P[4,4,3], so that we can exclude this point of the
data space. Hence, the earlier sparsely populated dimensions come in the Elf, the more space can be
excluded leading to an Elf with good performance.
Comparison to other index structures. To compare the space partitioning of Elf with the other index
structures, we divide competing approaches into space-partitioning methods (e.g., kd-tree, VA-File) and
data partitioning methods (e.g., R-Tree family).
Space-partitioning methods inherently partition the whole data space. That allows them to easily define
borders of their partitioning, but also indexes empty space. However, we define the indexing of empty
space as a problem that renders index structures to deteriorate due the curse of dimensionality. In contrast,
the Elf does only index space that is populated and, thus, is superior to space-partitioning methods in this
regard, while still having a simple border definition (the borders are defined by the dimension of the
dimension list and the values inside).
Data-partitioning methods partition the space that is populated mainly using special geometric forms.
Although, they exclude unpopulated space, the geometric forms still enclose space, where no data points
exist. Thus, they suffer due to many false-positives to be evaluated during querying. Furthermore, it is hard
to exclude such single non-existing data points from the indexed space, because we would have to align
one geometric form per dimension next to this non-existing point to index all neighboring points, but
exclude the specific non-existing point. In contrast, we can easily see, that the Elf is able to exclude single
non-existing data points from the search space (e.g., P[4,4,3] in Fig. 2).
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Towards breaking the curse of dimensionality. Our new data structure deals with the curse of
dimensionality in such a way that we do not consider the whole space at ones, but a sequence of
exponentially growing (populated) sub-spaces. The first dimension is divided according to all possible
values and due to the ordered node values, the search within nodes in a linear or binary search is
straight forward. In the next dimension, only these data entries are included in the corresponding lists
that occur in the data set. Each list can again be seen as a starting point (of many smaller Elf subtrees). Hence, problems can be delegated to subordinate sub-trees that work on a highly reduced part
of the data space. For equally distributed data, the subordinate indexed space holds only n i/ci elements,
when ni is the number of points in the current Elf’s sub-tree in dimension i and ci the cardinality of
dimension i. This leads to efficient performance for different types of queries, such as exact match,
partial match, as well as range queries.
Towards breaking the curse of dimensionality
In this section, we present query time measurements from a 51-dimensional well-established scientific
data set about physical activity monitoring [RS12, Sc13]. It consists of 3,850,505 points, and every data
point consists of normalized integer values in the range between 0 and 1023. To evaluate the query
performance, we perform three different types of queries: exact match queries, where we identify one data
point, partial match queries defined on several dimensions that return all matches that fit to the given
search data, and range queries, where all dimensions are restricted by a given parameter range. Note, there
exist other queries that could be derived from these types. Due to space limitations, we omit results from
other query types.

Figure 3 Response Times for different queries and Query Types
For partial match queries, we present different defined numbers of dimensions to show impacts on the
performance of Elf and the other approaches. We select the first 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 dimensions from our
data set to vary the impact of the columns in the Elf. For exact-match queries, we take a randomly selected
point from the data set and search for it; for range queries, we take two points from the data set and define
the lower and upper bounds according to the selected point data in every dimension. For statistical
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soundness, we executed each experiment 100 times and present the average response time in our
evaluation in Fig. 3.
As the results from Fig. 3 show, our new data structure Elf performs very well on all different query
types. In contrast, for exact match queries, a sequential scan requires a lot of unnecessary data accesses.
kd-tree as well as Elf outperform the sequential scan in such a scenario, because they can easily prune the
search space given a query in that all 51 dimensions are defined for the searched point. Note, in our
evaluation, the sequential scan is faster for exact matches than for full range queries. That is because it can
skip the point evaluation earlier for a point search than for a range predicate, where some dimensions fit
easier.
For partial matches, the sequential scan shows a quite constant behavior. With an increasing number of
defined dimensions, the query response times only slightly decrease due to the increasing selectivity of the
queries. The kd-tree outperforms the sequential scan, as discussed in the literature, only for higher
dimensions, due to its cyclic space partitioning though all dimensions. Hence, whenever we have a
wildcard for a dimension and the kd-tree does a split in this dimension, we have to follow two paths
instead of pruning the search space. In contrast, Elf copes better with the curse of dimensionality for partial
match queries. The effect that an increasing number of dimensions is beneficial for Elf is related to an
increasing selectivity due to less masked dimensions by the partial match query.
Range queries are, in fact, a special case of partial match queries with range predicates on all
dimensions. Still, for the sequential scan, we can see a similar behavior as for partial match queries. The
kd-tree can improve its performance to partial match queries, because it can use every dimension to prune
the search space. Nevertheless, Elf performs again much better than both competitors as it outperforms
them by at least two magnitudes.
Summary. To summarize, our Elf data structure performs better for our presented query types. This
underlines our assumption, that the curse of dimensionality is not applicable to our tree-based data
structure due to the fact of the divide-and-conquer method bringing together a sequential linear scan on the
one hand and a tree-based approach for all underlying dimensions.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Predicate evaluation in large multi-dimensional applications usually involves predicates on multiple
dimensions of the data. In this scenario, we need an index structure that is able to exploit the relation
between data of several dimensions. In this report, we present Elf, an index structure that exploits prefix
redundancies between data of several dimensions. Additionally, Elf features a fixed search path and
ordered node entries that allow for a fast pruning inside dimensions. In our evaluation, we have shown that
our Elf data structure outperforms a sequential scan and the kd-tree for exact match, partial match, and
range queries.
For future work, we have to focus on a better understanding of the impact factors of the Elf. This
includes to create a cost model for the Elf w.r.t. the column order and executed queries. We also have to
investigate to which extent the Elf is able to support other query types, such as nearest neighbor searches.
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